Abstract

Trials on the transmission of olfactory information together with audio/visual information are currently being conducted in the field of multimedia. However, continuous emission of a scent creates problems of human adaptation to the lingering olfactory stimuli. Another problem is the amount of scent emitted in the area in which a scent can be perceived. The recently developed virtual scene system by translating obtained olfactory information.

The user can experience a real sense of smell through the area in which a scent can be perceived. Kaye's article [5] describes some systems that add scents to Web contents. Computer controlled olfactory displays such as iSmell [6] and Osmooze [7] are utilized in these systems.

A wearable olfactory display with a position sensor has been proposed in [8]. Nakamoto et al. [9] designed a smell synthesis device that presents scent of a virtual object remotely. The system analyzes the smell to be transmitted and presents the analyzed data as the composition ratio of the scent elements. On the receiver side, a feedback control changes the ratio of the scent elements owned by the receiver to reproduce the target scent.

A wearable olfactory display with a position sensor has also been developed [10]. By controlling the density of odor molecules, it can present the spatiality of olfaction in an outdoor environment. The olfactory information transmitting system consists of the aforementioned display, a sensing system using three gas sensors, and matching database. The user can experience a real sense of smell through the system by translating obtained olfactory information.

AROMA [11] tries to introduce the olfactory modality as a potential alternative to the visual and auditory modalities for messaging notifications. Experimental findings indicate that while the olfactory modality was less effective in delivering notifications than the other modalities, it had a less disruptive effect on user engagement in the primary task.

The addition of a scent to image media such as movies
has been proposed by a number of researchers. Okada et al. [12] measured the viewer’s mental state by his/her brain-waves, and analyzed the relation between the scent and the viewer’s feelings during a movie. A movie that adds olfactory information to the visual/audio information has been created, but because the synthetic perfume did not accord with the image and the scent was not deodorized, the movie could not be widely distributed.

2.2. Characteristics of Olfaction

- **Olfactory Threshold**

The olfactory threshold is the value used as a standard to express the strength and weakness of a scent. Three kinds of values are generally used for the olfactory threshold: the detection threshold, the recognition threshold, and the differential threshold [13], usually expressed in units of mol (concentration) and mass percentage.

The detection threshold is the smallest density at which scent can be detected and where the user does not need to recognize the kind of a smell. The recognition threshold is the smallest density at which the kind of scent can be recognized, and its value reflects the ability of the user to express quality and characteristics of the scent. The differential threshold is the density at which the user can distinguish the strength of a scent, where its value reflects the ability of the user to detect changes in the stimulus and to quantify the change. Generally such changes are expressed as the % change of stimulation quantity of the original. In the case of olfaction, it differs with the different kinds of scent, but is in the range of about 13-33%.

- **Adaptation**

Adaptation is the phenomenon where sensory nerve activity is decreased by continuous smell stimulation. Adaptation itself and the speed of recovery from adaptation differ with the different kinds of scent. Adaptation is gradually strengthened over time but is restored for a short time (3-5 minutes degree) by eliminating the scent.

In addition, there are various patterns of adaptation, influenced by the kind of scent and recognition factors.

- **Measurement of Adaptation**

At the start of the 20th century, adaptation time was measured by presenting continuous smell stimulation [15]. However, the method was criticized for biasing the participants to smells. In 2003, Saito et al. [14] measured the strength of adaptation directly and found that the subject did not continue to detect the smell when the smell was presented for a long time. When they classified the results of the measurement, adaptation could be divided into several patterns in relation to time dependence. They reported that strength of the smell decreased under the exponential function. When the ratio of each pattern of a participant was observed, the exponential function type was about 30%. For most patterns, subjects could detect a scent again once the strength of smell was reduced. In addition, there were very few participants who consistently showed the same adaptation pattern, and individual participants did not always show the same adaptation pattern for the same smell. Such variety suggests that there exist factors influencing the recognition of different smells for each participant.

- **Olfaction and Breathing**

When humans breathe in, they inhale smell molecules in the air. When a smell molecule binds to a receptor organ in the nose, we detect a scent. This is the recognition mechanism of a scent [16]. Therefore, it is important that the timing of scent presentation is synchronized with human breathing [17].

In addition, Honma et al. [18] measured a human air-intake in a study of telemedicine. Air-intake was found to decrease over time. Figure 1 shows the average air-intake during human inspiration.

![Figure 1: Change in air-intake during inspiration over time](image)

3. Presentation Technique of Olfactory Information

The conventional olfactory presentation method continues emitting scent at high density for a long time. However, this presentation method creates various problems including, as already mentioned, olfactory adaptation. This means that, for our current purposes of developing a multimedia transmission system for scent as well as visual/audio information, we must overcome this problem.

To this end we used pulse ejection of scent to decrease the quantity of scent ejected so as to reduce the scent remaining in the vicinity of the viewer. Pulse ejection is defined as olfactory ejection moment that stimulates the olfactory receptors repeatedly and transiently [19], as shown in Figure 2, in order to reduce adaptation.

As already noted, it is important to synchronize scent stimulation with breathing pattern. To ensure satisfactory recognition of scent, we developed a system that synchronizes the emission of scent with the user’s breathing pattern. However, as it is not always practical to use such a breath sensor during scent presentation, in the present
study we also examined the presentation method over a long period without the use of a breath sensor. Olfactory presentation occurs via pulse ejection for every breath to provide the user with a continuous sense of smell. This requires determination of $\Delta t$ as the time interval of each pulse ejection. Because the quantity of ejection is reduced, the longest value of $\Delta t$ is desirable. To decide this value, we must consider carefully the olfactory characteristics of humans in relation to pulse ejection. However, to date, as comparatively little information has emerged concerning such characteristics, we first examined these characteristics.

4. Olfactory Presentation System

4.1. Olfactory Diffuser

Figure 3 shows the CANON olfactory diffuser used in the experiment. This diffuser has the following functions.

- 12 kinds of scent tanks
  The diffuser has three cassettes, with four scent tanks stored in each cassette, to present the 12 kinds of scent as individual scents or in combination.

- Ejection quantity control of 256 phases
  This diffuser uses an ink-jet method for ejection of scent. Each scent tank has 256 small holes. The user can control the quantity of ejection by changing the number of holes used.

- Olfactory ejection moment
  Control of ejection is possible for a unit of 100 msec. To ensure there is no delay, ejection continuance time is more than 300 msec and the ejection interval time is more than 100 msec.

- Wind velocity control: 10 phases
  The diffuser is equipped with a fan and there are 10 phases of wind velocity control in the range of 0.8 m/sec-1.8 m/sec.

- Creating an olfactory scenario
  The user can create a scenario in which olfactory ejection occurs multiple times and can control the mass of odor ejected by altering the tank number, quantity of ejection, ejection start time and ejection end time.

Figure 4 is a photograph showing the use of the olfactory diffuser. The user places the chin on the chin rest, fixing the distance from an olfactory ejection point to the nose at 15 cm.

4.2. Olfactory Ejection with Breathing Synchronization

When people inhale, they detect scent molecules. To match the timing of pulse ejection with breathing, we developed an olfactory ejection system that synchronized with breathing. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the system.

This system can detect the beginning of inspiration and eject a smell using a timing mechanism. The detector is an NTC thermistor that works by sensing temperature change in air breathed through the nose. Figure 6 shows a representative graph of a thermistor on sensing the user’s breathing pattern. Temperature of a thermistor falls when air flows due to inspiration and expiration, and the output voltage falls. Peaks in the figure 6 indicate inspiration. Measurements taken every 100 ms by the breathing sensor are transmitted to a control computer that is connected to an olfactory diffuser which sends a signal that ejects olfactory
stimuli according to the time set. Characteristics such as breathing intervals differ from person to person, and each user must therefore calibrate the breathing sensor before use.

5. Preliminary Experiment

5.1. Continuance Time of Pulse Ejection

If more than the required amount of scent is emitted, it remains in the air and can cause adaptation. Therefore it is desirable that continuance time of pulse ejection is the shortest time that an individual can sense it. As the shortest ejection continuance time of the olfactory diffuser is 300 msec and 21 participants were previously found able to sense pulse ejection of 300 msec [20], we assumed a pulse ejection of 300 msec in the present study.

5.2. Detection Threshold

The olfactory diffuser allows for control of 256 phases of quantity of ejection, and we defined the smallest ejection quantity of smell that the user can detect as the detection threshold in this study.

The experiment to determine the detection threshold was conducted using 300 msec pulse ejections of lavender scent. Olfactory ejection was synchronized with the timing of breathing of each participant. The participants were instructed to respond when they detected a scent. The measurement was increased incrementally to the point where the detection threshold was reached. All 21 participants were able to detect a scent with an ejection quantity of 5 of the 256 phases. We therefore set a detection threshold for 300 msec pulse ejection of lavender with an ejection quantity of 5.

For all further experiments, the quantity of ejection emitted was double the detection threshold, i.e. 10 of the 256 phases.

5.3. Adaptation Time

When scent was emitted continuously, we measured the time when participants reported adaptation. We defined adaptation time as the time at which the user no longer detected the scent following continuous presentation of the scent at the same density.

The participants were presented continuously with a scent of lavender with an ejection quantity of 10. The mean adaptation time of 10 participants was 25 seconds.

6. Experiment 1: Timing and Adaptation to Pulse Ejection

In this experiment, we measured the influence of adaptation on olfactory presentation using pulse ejection and olfactory presentation was additionally controlled using a breath sensor for breath synchronization. One pulse ejection occurred for one inspiration. Pulse ejection was performed 15 times (about 2 minutes) and the influence of adaptation was determined. The participants continually depressed the mouse button while perceiving a scent and released it when they no longer detected the scent. The duration for which they detected the scent over the period of 15 pulse ejections was measured.

For inspiration, we examined whether sensitivity to a scent differed according to ejection timing. We divided inspiration into three phases: the beginning, middle, and end of inspiration. Scent was emitted at these three different timings, as shown in figure 7. Individual values of duration of inspiration were determined for each participant during calibration of the breath sensor.

Twenty participants (18 males, 2 females) participated for a total of three trials at each timing. The fragrance used was lavender. Wind velocity was set at 1.2 m/s.

Figure 8 shows a result of Experiment 1. As shown in the bottom right inset, the drop of the line represents inspiration and the rise represents expiration. The heavy line indicates emission of scent, and the dotted line the detection of scent by the participant (recorded by depression of the mouse button). As can be seen from the upper left panel figure 8, which is a representative result of the beginning of inspiration, mean inspiration time was 37.6 seconds and mean time to detection of scent was 22.0 seconds. In addition, after the experiment we interviewed the participants to determine whether they perceived a change in density in any of the trials and all 20 responded that they
did not, indicating that they could detect the scent without adaptation for approximately 2 minutes.

The upper right panel is a representative result for the middle phase, and the lower left panel for the end phase of inspiration. Table 1 shows the measurement results at each ejection timing. Participants were not able to detect much of the scent by pulse ejection at the end of inspiration. We could not therefore observe the influence of adaptation at that timing. Total ejection time was 4.5 seconds. The participants were able to detect enough scent from one emission and adaptation did not occur during the approximate two minutes of ejection at the beginning of inspiration until the middle of inspiration. For continuous ejection the participants showed adaptation at an average of 25 seconds. Thus the influence of adaptation could be reduced through pulse ejection.

Table 1: Detection of a scent according to timing of inspiration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Smell detection time</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>22.0sec</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>12.4sec</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>0.5sec</td>
<td>Off the register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Experiment 2: Variation of the Detection Threshold

The results of Experiment 1 revealed that user could easily detect the scent at the beginning of inspiration but not at the end of inspiration. This suggested that the detection threshold varies with ejection timing. We therefore measured the threshold for each timing, under the assumption that if the detection threshold rises toward the end of inspiration, the user may be able to detect a scent at that time if the ejection quantity is increased.

We divided ejection timing into the three phases used in Experiment 1 and measured the detection threshold of 15 participants (14 males, 1 female). Scent was presented using a breath sensor for breath synchronization. Lavender scent was presented by pulse ejection. The ejection quantity rose incrementally until the participant detected a smell.

The mean detection threshold at both the beginning and middle of inspiration occurred with an ejection quantity of 5. In addition, the participants were not able to detect a smell even at the highest emission quantity at the end of inspiration. These results indicate that the detection threshold does not vary with an ejection timing in inspiration.
8. Experiment 3: Effective Area in Inspiration

Experiment 2 clearly confirmed that a user cannot detect a scent at the end of inspiration. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the range of detection during inspiration to avoid wasteful olfactory ejection. Figure 9 shows how we determined a value to measure this experimentally. The limiting point is the latest time that the user can detect scent in the end phase of inspiration. The effective area is the time range between the start of inspiration and the limiting point.

We measured the effective area of 15 participants (14 males, 1 female). Scent was presented using a breath sensor for breath synchronization. Participants responded when they detected a scent for ejection pulses, then the start time of ejection changed incrementally in units of 100 msec. Inspiration length differs among individuals and thus the effective area indicates as a percentage the inspiration length of each user. The inspiration length uses a value taken from calibration of the breathing sensor.

The mean limiting point of the participants was 66.7% of inspiration length, with a standard deviation of 3.15, and with small individual differences noted. The effective area therefore ranges from the start of inspiration to 66.7%.

9. Deciding the Ejection Interval

The above experiments enabled us to determine the human olfactory characteristics for pulse ejection. Scent was presented using a breath sensor for breath synchronization in these previous experiments. However, as this study thought to avoid the use of breath sensor during a longer period of olfactory presentation, scent was emitted at each inspiration without the use of the breath sensor. The aim of the experiment was to give the user a continuous sense of smell, without adaptation. To achieve this aim we now explain the decision procedure of the pulse ejection interval $\Delta t$.

The results from Experiments 1, 2 and 3 were as follows.
- Scent can be detected without adaptation using pulse ejection
- The detection threshold does not vary with ejection timing during inspiration
- The effective area is 66.7% of the inspiration length

From these results, ejection interval $\Delta t$ is decided in order to make one ejection in the effective area. Because inspiration length shows individual differences, it is measured before olfactory presentation and the width of the effective area is determined. The decision procedure of ejection interval $\Delta t$ is shown below.
1. The user breathes normally for 10 cycles of inspiration and expiration. While breathing in, he continually depresses a mouse button visualized on a PC screen.

2. The program calculates the effective area (66.7% of each inspiration) (A) and the remainder (remaining 33.3%, and expiration). These values are stored. Example) Representative data for 5 breathing cycles (100 msec)

\[
15,44,14,41,16,47,12,40,15,45
\]

3. The temporary ejection interval \( \Delta t' \) is calculated.

\[
\Delta t' = \text{average of (A) + 3 (100 msec)}
\]

"3" is the continuance time of pulse ejection. Example) \( \Delta t' = (15 + 14 + 16 + 12 + 15) / 5 + 3 = 17 \)

4. When a scent is emitted in \( \Delta t' \) interval, a program judges whether it is emitted entirely in the effective area 10 times. The calculation begins when the user pushes the start button. Example) Ejection start time in case of \( \Delta t' = 17 \)

\[
0,17,34,51,68,85,102,119,136,153,170,187,204,221,238,\ldots
\]

Effective areas on time axes

\[
0-15,59-73,114-130,177-189,229-244
\]

5. The case that can emit in all effective areas: \( \Delta t = \Delta t' \)

The case that can not: \( \Delta t' = \Delta t' - 1 \), and return to procedure 4.

9.1. Comparison by Various Ejections

To verify the ejection interval \( \Delta t \), we compared the total ejection quantity of three ejection methods: consecutive ejection (left panel of figure 10), pulse ejection using the breath sensor (middle panel of figure 10), and pulse ejection using interval \( \Delta t \) (right panel of figure 10).

First, the ejection interval was set according to the decision procedure of ejection interval \( \Delta t \). Then, the program acquired breathing data for 50 breathing cycles for each participant, and calculated total ejection time and probability emitted in the effective area for each ejection method. Table 2 shows the mean results for 10 participants.

Scent was emitted with a probability of 98% in each effective area of inspiration when ejected in interval \( \Delta t \), enabling the user to continuously detect the scent. In addition, total ejection time was decreased by about 80% that we have developed a presentation method that enables users to detect a scent for a long time without adaptation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ejection method</th>
<th>( \Delta t ) (sec)</th>
<th>( \Delta t' ) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse(sensing)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse(interval ( \Delta t ))</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Conclusion

In order to use olfactory information in multimedia, the disparities between its transmission and receipt must be overcome. This requires resolution of the problem of scent remaining in space that results in adaptation. In the study we confirmed that a user could continue detecting a scent over a long time using pulse ejection.

We have presented the decision procedure of the ejection interval \( \Delta t \), a value which was determined based on the study of human olfactory characteristics for pulse ejection. Experiment results revealed an effective area for the detection of scent using pulse ejection, which ranged from the start of inspiration to 66.7% of inspiration length. In addition, the detection threshold in the effective area did not change. This makes ejection of a certain quantity of scent possible. When scent was ejected in interval \( \Delta t \), total ejection time was decreased by about 80% compared to the consecutive ejection method and the use of a breath sensor was not also not required. Our experimental data confirms that the pulse ejection presentation technique allows users to detect scent over a long period without adaptation. We plan to investigate variations of the ejection technique, including changing the scent to correspond with changes in images and sound.
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Figure 10: Comparison of 3 ejection methods
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